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How to play

How to play - 1

Cartzzles are pictures you must first 
piece together by laying cards on top of 
each other (with or without the template, 
depending on your dedication). Then, start 
again, using challenges this time!

This box contains 2 Cartzzles over 50 
cards (one on the front of the cards, the other 

on the back): 
The Kiss (front)  

and Water Serpents II (back). 

the game also contains:
1 template card
1 Challenge card for The Kiss
1 Challenge card for Water Serpents II

1 Help card & this How to play card

To succeed, you’ll need to be gentle above all!
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A few words of advice

• Some elements differ from card to card 
(either by nature, color or shape), even 
if they should go in the same place? This 
is normal! 

• You feel some cards overlap in 
a weird way during your first 
attempt? Not too bad... if you can 
stand the weirdness, that is. 

• Check every single detail to find the best 
angle to lay your card.

• Train your dexterity and try to find 
techniques to lay the cards, to hold 
them, and to slide them very delicately. 
You can also play on a game mat for 
maximum efficiency.

How to play

How to play - 2



Vienna, Austria, 1908. You are 
Gustav Klimt. You are finishing The 
Kiss, a painting that will stay as the 
most representative of all of your 
art. All of the gold leaves are at the 
right place on your painting, but the 
colors of a few elements could be 
refined and changed...

For each challenge, start from 
scrap.

1 Make your painting with 
all cards. Disregard 
color overlap if it 
ever happens, however 
surprising it may be! 

The Kiss
(Gustav Klimt)

The Kiss - 1



The Kiss - Challenges

2 Oh, those black donuts... 
what a bad idea! Especially 
since that kind of fritter will 
only be invented in 50 years!  
Hide them all. We don’t want a 
single black donut!

3  Let’s forget about the 
donuts. Oh, those brown 
boxes... we will have beautiful 
black rectangles instead. Let’s 
start everything from scratch!

4 You’re sure of what you 
want... this time around!  
No black donut, AND only 

black rectangles!  
Hang on, you’re almost done! 
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Water Serpents II
(Gustav Klimt)

Gustav, there goes a new work, and 
all the questions that come with it...

For each challenge, you must start 
from scrap.

1 Make your painting with all cards. You 
should disregard any surprising shapes 
or colors overlapping for now! 

2 Let’s focus on the women’s faces. The 
balance of the picture will be achieved 
only once there are four faces exactly!

Water Serpents II - 1



3 This floating and watery environment is 
rife with flowers, but those bright red 
flowers are gaudy and horrid... Begone, 
all of them! No bright red flower, none! 

4 We also need to find a certain balance 
in fauna... No blue fish should be seen, 
and only then our work will be perfect 
and complete...

Water Serpents II - Challenges
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Want to know more?

www.jeux-opla.fr
/cartzzle/le-baiser

Lost in the picture?  
Would you like some help? We 
hid a few tips and solutions on the 
game’s website, if you use the right 
password:

The Kiss : frenchkiss
Water Serpents II : lesdamesdulac

?

Head to our website to learn things about 
Love and about the art of donuts...

Help



Want to know more?

More Cartzzles


